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For Authors and Reviewers
Current Calls for *Child Development*

**Call for Reviewers to Serve as Statistical Consulting Editors:**

Statistical Consulting Editors (SCEs) act as volunteer ‘super reviewers’ across the *Child Development* Editorial Board with a focus on statistical data. Similar to a regular reviewer, Statistical Consulting Editors receive invitations to review papers based on editor need, however they are also identified as a ‘go-to’ reviewer of statistical materials amongst editors and agree to handle ~10 papers annually.

Contact incoming Editor-in-Chief Glenn Roisman ([roisman001@umn.edu](mailto:roisman001@umn.edu)) and the SRCD Publications Office ([rwalther@srcd.org](mailto:rwalther@srcd.org)) today to learn more and volunteer your expertise as a *Child Development* Statistical Consulting Editor.

**Child Development Special Section: Registered Reports in *Child Development***

*Child Development* invites manuscripts for the first of two planned Special Sections on Registered Reports. The Special Section Editors are Moin Syed (University of Minnesota), Michael C. Frank (Stanford University), and Glenn I. Roisman (in his role as Incoming Editor-in-Chief of *Child Development*). Please note that Letter of Intent (LOI) timelines and feedback may be impacted by COVID-19.
Letters of Intent due September 1, 2020.

Read the Full Call

Child Development Special Section: The Impact of COVID-19 on Child Development around the World

Child Development invites manuscripts for a Special Section on The Impact of COVID-19 on Child Development around the World. The Special Section Editors are Nirmala Rao (The University of Hong Kong) and Philip Fisher (University of Oregon). Please note that Letter of Intent (LOI) timelines and feedback may be impacted by COVID-19.

Letters of Intent due September 1, 2020.

Read the Full Call

Child Development Editorial Board
Under incoming Editor-in-Chief Glenn I. Roisman, the current Editorial Board will be handling submissions beginning July 1, 2019. The previous Editorial Board under Editor-in-Chief Cynthia García Coll handled submissions from July 1, 2013 - June 30, 2019.

Meet the Associate Editors